"Lincoln said that the Patent Office adds the flame of interest to the light of creativity. And that is why we need to improve the effectiveness of our Patent Office." It is always important to have quality over quantity. Many inventors feel that they product needs to be trademark or be a patent but that is not the case because you need to give people the chance to improve your invention. For example, a patent that is controversial is the method of exercising a cat by using a laser. This is an excellent example because it is an obvious form of exercise, the cat will of course chase the laser. Furthermore, another patent that was overruled was the crust less sandwich. That is a brainless patent to get because it gets you no good. To get something patent, the quality needs to be outstanding and that it makes sense to get a patent or trademark. Through the decision process, someone needs to have common sense whether a product is actually good enough to be trademarked or patented. I agree that quality control is important so there are no controversies over products being patented or trademarked.